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                                Got questions?

                                +41 79 371 5947
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                    	Lettenweg 118
4123 Allschwil
	+41 79 371 5947


                

                
					 

                

            
        



	



        
            
									
						

						
							
								Seated massages to motivate your teams!

								Choose seated massage in the workplace or at your events to have a relaxing moment and to boost your energy.

								
																																	
								
									Discover
								

							
  
						

					

									
						

						
							
								BalanceatWork

								Certified therapists are at your service.

								
																																	
								
									About us
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								Chairmassage

								
									Offer a memorable experience with an acupressure massage. Chairmassage provides instant mental and physical relaxation.

								

								Discover
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								Rebalancing of your back

								
									Relieve your back and that of your employees with the rebalancing of the back procedure. It allows you to re-align the spinal column, joints, and pelvis for greater comfort. 

								

								Discover
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								Courses

								
									BalanceatWork offers a seated massage course. +70 people have already been trained! Would you like to get a training in this field as well? Learn more about our training courses. 

								

								Discover
							

						

					

				
            

        
        
		
		
		
		
		
		


    





    


        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    BalanceatWork

                                    Chairmassage in Switzerland 

                                

                                Since 2005, BalanceatWork offers health benefits in Switzerland, has performed more than 40 000 massages in the workplace or during events. The therapists use their skills to revitalize and to inspire employees, clients, and partners as well as to restore their motivation. A complete service package of well-being in the workplace offered by BalanceatWork includes rebalancing of the back to provide relief to employees, as well as fitness exercises aimed at improving the posture. Corporate massage offers numerous benefits:



                                	Motivation
	Productivity
	Well-being
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									Seated massage

									For your corporate events or simply to motivate your employees, find out more about seated massage sessions in the workplace.


									Discover chairmassage
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									Rebalancing of your back

									Anticipate your teams' needs by offering them to rebalance their back. Find out how this technique relieves discomfort instantly! 


									Discover rebalancing of the back
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									Fitness

									A good posture is essential to get your body tensions relieved. Discover the benefits of body fitness at work. 


									Discover fitness
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									Courses

									Would you like to be trained as a seated massage therapist? Find out more about BalanceatWork training courses. 


									See training courses
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								Our expertise 

								Qualified and passionate seated massage therapists

							

							
								BalanceatWork therapists provide massage services in the workplace and at different events to offer a moment of physical and mental well-being. The right equipment and a lot of gentleness together with precision enable them to relieve pain associated with a bad posture or physical work. Chairmassage professionals in Switzerland know how to listen and feel in order to offer personalized massages best suited for the employees’ needs.

Seated massage lasts about twenty minutes and is given:

							

								In the workplace
	Seated and dressed
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										Years of experience
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										Massages performed
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										People trained

									

								

															

						

					

				

             

            
        
        
		
		
		
        
            
                
                    Customers' opinion

                    They are satisfied and they say it

                

				
					
				

                
                    
					                        
                            
                                Pamela Wittmann - Leiterin Telesales, Feldschlösschen Getränke AG

																
									Sehr gerne empfehlen wir die Balance@Work GmbH weiter. Wir haben im Dezember bei uns im Geschäft die Mitarbeiter mit einer Chairmassage überrascht. Wir wollen uns gerne nochmals herzlich beim Team bedanken. Für unsere 'Bürogummis' war es genau das Richtige, um sich entspannen zu können. Sie wirkten richtig entspannt und ausgelassen. Die Rücken & Nacken der Mitarbeiter fühlten sich wie neu an. Aufgrund der sehr guten Feedbacks der Mitarbeiter hat die Firma nun entschieden, diese Chairmassagen regelmässig durchzuführen.

								

                                                            

                        

					                        
                            
                                Francis Marsland - VP, Human Resources, Europe+, biogen Idec, Zug

																
									We have offered chair massages to our employees with Balance@Work for over two years with great success. Our employees appreciate this attention to their total well-being and it was so successful twice a month that we are now offering it once a week. Cornelis and his therapists are skilled, knowledgeable and professional and we consider the service a great stress-reduction mechanism in a busy workplace.

								

                                                            

                        

					                        
                            
                                Stefan Meier - CEO, e-fon AG

																
									Die regelmässigen Massagen am Arbeitsplatz durch Balance@Work helfen den e-fon Mitarbeitern, die täglichen Herausforderungen entspannter und motivierter anzupacken. Vielen Dank !

								

                                                            

                        

					                        
                            
                                Pascal Scattolin - Geschäftsleiter, Soziale Dienste Bezirk Uster

																
									Seit einem Jahr kommen meine Mitarbeitenden und ich alle zwei Wochen in den Genuss der entspannenden Chairmassage. Das Angebot ist nicht mehr wegzudenken und ist ein wichtiges Mosaiksteinchen zum Wohlbefinden am Arbeitsplatz.
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                                    Contact

                                    Book a session of corporate seated massage

                                

                                
									                                    
                                        

                                        Demonstration of corporate Chairmassage

                                        To get a first idea you can start by booking a seated massage demonstration for about 6 employees.

                                    

									                                

                                
                                    

                                    
									Offer  
																		well-being to your team.									

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Appointment
                                
To make an appointment or to ask any question, please fill out the form below. We will answer you as soon as possible.
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                        Treat yourself and your employees by using our services!

                    

                    
                        Schedule an appointment
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                                        			About Balance at Work

Company specializing in Chairmassage, Fitness and rebalancing of your back, the therapists intervene in companies or for any type of event. BalanceatWork also offers training to anyone wishing to exercise this beautiful profession.
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												Lettenweg 118
												4123 Allschwil

												Switzerland

											

										
	
											 Contact
										
	
											
												 
												
																											From Monday to Friday

														9h00-17h00

																									

											

										


                                    
                                        
                                        Got questions?

                                        +41 79 371 5947
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